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ABSTRACT

Spontaneous speech includes a broad range of linguis-
tic phenomena characteristic of spoken language, and
therefore a statistical approach would be effective for
robust parsing of spoken language. Though a large-
scale syntactically annotated corpus is required for
the stochastic parsing, its construction requires a lot
of human resources. This paper proposes a method
of efficiently constructing a spoken language corpus
for which the dependency analysis is provided. This
method uses an existing spoken language corpus. A
stochastic dependency parse is employed to tag spoken
language sentences with the dependency structures,
and the results are corrected manually. The tagged
corpus is constructed in a spiral fashion where in the
corrected data is utilized as the statistical information
for automatic parsing of other data. Taking this spi-
ral approach reduces the parsing errors, also allowing
us to reduce the correction cost. An experiment using
10,995 Japanese utterances shows the spiral approach
to be effective for efficient corpus construction.

Keywords: Stochastic parsing, Dependency parsing,
Language database, Spoken dialogue corpus

1. INTRODUCTION

A large-scale text corpus for which the syntactic brack-
eting information is provided plays an important role
in natural language processing. In fact, the various lan-
guages’ parse-trees data of written language such as
that used in newspapers and magazines, for instance,
Penn Treebank [6], NEGRA Treebank [13], TIGER
Treebank [8], Prague Dependency Treebank [3], Ky-
oto corpus [9], EDR corpus [2], etc., have been widely
utilized not only for language parsing, but also for
information retrieval, automatic summarization, ma-

chine translation, and so on. In these corpus, the EDR
corpus and the Kyoto corpus are syntactically anno-
tated corpora for Japanese language, and were built by
sufficiently considering various kinds of syntactic fea-
tures peculiar to Japanese language. On the other hand,
turning our attention to those of spoken language, de-
spite the fact that we can enumerate the Switchboard
corpus [5], Verbmobil Treebanks [1], Spoken Dutch
Corpus [11], etc., very few attempts have been made
for Japanese spoken language so far.

Constructing a large-scale syntactically annotated
corpus of spontaneously spoken language and utilizing
it as the statistical information would be effective for
developing a robust spoken language parsing. Since
manually providing the annotation for a Japanese text
corpus calls for several difficult tasks such as morpho-
logical analysis, bunsetsu segmentation, and depen-
dency analysis1, it therefore requires considerable hu-
man resources.

This paper describes spiral construction of a spo-
ken language corpus in which a dependency structure
is given to each utterance. A stochastic dependency
parser is utilized for automatic annotation to construct
the corpus at a lower cost; that is, our approach to cor-
pus construction is to alternately provide the depen-
dency analyses automatically and repair it manually.
The key to this approach is parsing: the parser is based
on statistical information, so the more the learning data
there is, the more precise the parsing. It can be ex-
pected that the data would be corrected less in the spi-
ral construction than that in the non-spiral one.

Stochastic dependency parsing was developed for

1A bunsetsu is one of the linguistic units in Japanese, and
roughly corresponds to a basic phrase in English. A bunsetsu con-
sists of one independent word and more than zero ancillary words.
A dependency is a modification relation between two bunsetsus.



Figure 1: The data collection vehicle (DCV)

the purpose of spiral construction [10], and our ap-
proach was evaluated using over 10,000 spoken di-
alogue turns in a large-scale spoken dialogue cor-
pus. The result has shown it to be effective for effi-
ciently constructing a syntactically annotated spoken
language corpus.

The paper is organized as follows: The next sec-
tion explains the in-car speech dialogue corpus. Sec-
tion 3 presents syntactically annotated spoken lan-
guage corpus. Our corpus construction method and
our support tool are described in Section 4 and 5 re-
spectively. The evaluation of our method is reported in
Section 6.

2. CIAIR IN-CAR SPEECH DIALOGUE
CORPUS

Human-machine speech interface in a moving car is
one of the important applications of spoken language
systems because the conventional models of data in-
put/output such as video display, keyboard and mouse
are not convenient to use while driving a car. The de-
velopment of an in-car spoken language interface has
to deal with fatal problems such as noise robustness
and distortion of distant speech. Since the background
noise in a moving car is not stationary and consists of
a variety of sounds, a large corpus is required for train-
ing acoustic models in the presence of different back-
ground noise conditions. Another important issue is
that the in-car speech communication for information

0003 – 00:09:382-00:13:652 F:D:I:I:

今日 [today] & キョー

朝 [morning] &アサ

パン [bread] &パン

食べて [ate] & タベテ

お昼は [lunchtime] &オヒルワ

おそばを [soba] &オソバオ

食べたんですよ<H><SB> [ate] & タベタンデスヨ<H><SB>

0004 – 00:13:995-00:17:328 F:D:I:I:

今晩は [tonight] & コンバンワ

何 [what] &ナニ

食べよっかな<SB> [want to eat] & タベヨッカナ<SB>

Figure 2: Transcript of in-car dialogue speech

access by the driver has to deal with the continuously
changing environment depending on the factors such
as traffic condition and the distance to the destination.
For a system to understand the environmental condi-
tion, it may be helpful to use audio data along with
other types of data such as video images of the persons
involved in dialogue, images of the road in front of the
car and vehicle related data such as the angle of the
steering wheel, status of the accelerator and speed of
the car.

The Center for Integrated Acoustic Information
Research (CIAIR), Nagoya University has been col-
lecting large-scale in-car speech dialogues. The main
objectives of this data collection are as follows: 1)
training acoustic models for the in-car speech data un-
der various driving conditions, 2) training language
models of spoken dialogue for different task domains
related to information access while driving a car, and
3) modeling communication by analyzing the interac-
tion among different types of multimedia data. In an
ongoing project, a system specially built in a Data Col-
lection Vehicle (DCV), which is shown in Figure 1, has
been used for synchronous recording of multi-channel
audio data, multichannel video data and the vehicle re-
lated data. About 400 GB of data has been collected by
recording three sessions of spoken dialogue in about a
60-minute drive by each of 200 drivers.

A spontaneously spoken language corpus has been
constructed by transcribing the collected speech data
into ASCII text files by hand in accordance with
the rule of the corpus of spoken Japanese (CSJ)
[4]. The corpus is composed of in-car dialogues be-
tween drivers and navigators about shop retrieval, driv-
ing directions, and so on. An example of a tran-
script is shown in Figure 2. For advanced analy-
sis, discourse tags are assigned to fillers, hesitations,
slips, and so on. Furthermore, each speech is seg-
mented into utterance units by a pause, and their ex-
act start and end times are provided. Other rele-
vant environmental information regarding speaker’s



((1 ((きょう kyoきょう noun 副詞可能 none none)))[today]

-> (2 ((朝 asa朝 noun 副詞可能 none none)))[morning] ) 

((2 ((朝 asa朝 noun 副詞可能 none none)))[morning]

-> (4 ((食べ tabe食べる verb 自立一段連用形)

(て teて particle 接続助詞 none none)))[ate] ) 

((3 ((パン pan パン noun 一般 none none)))[bread]

->  (4 ((食べ tabe食べる verb 自立一段連用形)

(て teて particle 接続助詞 none none)))[ate] ) 

((4 ((食べ tabe食べる verb 自立一段連用形)

(て teて particle 接続助詞 none none)))[ate]

-> (7 ((食べ tabe食べる verb 自立一段連用形)

(た taた auxiliary-verb none 特殊・タ基本形)

(ん n ん noun 非自立 none none)

(です desuです auxiliary-verb none 特殊・デス基本形)

(よ yo よ particle 終助詞 none none)))[ate] ) 

((5 ((お昼 ohiruお昼 noun 副詞可能 none none)

(は waは particle 係助詞 none none)))[lunctime]

-> (6 ((お o お prefix 名詞接続 none none)

(そば soba そば noun 一般 none none)

(を o を particle 格助詞 none none)))[soba] ) 

((6 ((お o お prefix 名詞接続 none none)

(そば soba そば noun 一般 none none)

(を o を particle 格助詞 none none)))[soba]

-> (7 ((食べ tabe食べる noun 自立一段連用形)

(た taた auxiliary-verb none 特殊・タ基本形)

(ん n ん noun 非自立 none none)

(です desuです auxiliary-verb none 特殊・デス基本形)

(よ yo よ particle 終助詞 none none)))[ate] ) 

((7 ((食べ tabe食べる verb 自立一段連用形)

(た taた auxiliary-verb none 特殊・タ基本形)

(ん n ん noun 非自立 none none)

(です desuです auxiliary-verb none 特殊・デス基本形)

(よ yo よ particle 終助詞 none none))[ate] )

-> (NO (なし))) 

Figure 3: Spoken Japanese sentence annotated by de-
pendency structure

sex (male/female), role (driver/navigator), dialogue
task (navigation/information retrieval/...), and noise
conditions (noisy/clear) is provided for each utterance
unit.

3. SYNTACTICALLY ANNOTATED
SPOKEN LANGUAGE CORPUS

Our syntactically annotated spoken language corpus
has been constructed by providing the following in-
formation for each of the driver’s utterances in CIAIR
In-car Speech Dialogue Corpus.

• Morphological information

– Boundaries between words

– Pronunciation, basic form, part-of-speech,
conjugation type, conjugated form of each
word

• Syntactic information

– Boundaries between bunsetsus

– Dependencies between bunsetsus

Here, the specification of the parts-of-speech is in
accordance with that of IPA parts-of-speech in a mor-
phological analyzer called ChaSen [12], the rules of
the bunsetsu segmentation with those of CSJ [4], and
the dependency grammar with that of the Kyoto Cor-
pus [9]. We have provided the following criteria for
the linguistic phenomena peculiar to spoken language:

• There is no bunsetsu on which fillers and hesita-
tions depend. They form dependency structures
independently.

• A bunsetsu whose head bunsetsu is omitted does
not depend on any bunsetsu.

• The specification for parts-of-speech has been
provided for phrases peculiar to spoken lan-
guage by adding lexical entries to the dictionary.

• We define one conversational turn as a unit of
dependency parsing. The dependencies might
be over two utterance units, but rarely over two
conversational turns.

Figure 3 shows an example of spoken Japanese
sentences annotated by dependency structure. It il-
lustrates a sequence of dependency relations, each of
which consists of a dependency bunsetsu and a head
bunsetsu. Each bunsetsu is listed with it’s number and
its constituent morphemes.

4. SPIRAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE
CORPUS

In this study, the dependency analyses are provided for
a spoken language sentences by correcting the results
of the stochastic dependency parsing. To correct them
efficiently, it is desirable to execute dependency pars-
ing with high precision. Generally speaking, that can
be attained by increasing the corpus data that is used
for acquiring the statistical information.

This section explains the method of spirally con-
structing spoken language corpus with dependency
structures by splitting the corpus into several sets and
carrying out the annotation incrementally. That is,
the data constructed by manually correcting the parsed
data is added to the annotated corpus and utilized as
statistical information for the dependency parsing of
another data set. Since the statistical information can
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Figure 4: Flow of corpus construction

be automatically acquired from the corrected data, no
human resources are necessary except to correct the
parsed data. The larger the corpus’ scale, the higher
the precision of the stochastic dependency parsing be-
comes.

4.1. Flow of Corpus Construction

Figure 4 shows the flow of the corpus construction.
The transcripts of spoken language are split into sev-
eral sets, and the following tasks are executed in order
for each set:

(1) The transcribed text is segmented into mor-
phemes, and automatically tagged with respect
to parts-of-speech by ChaSen.

(2) Morpheme segmentation and part-of-speech tag-
ging are corrected manually. Any new expres-
sions unique to spontaneously spoken language
or proper nouns are added to the ChaSen dictio-
nary.

(3) The corrected text is automatically segmented into
bunsetsus based on stochastic bunsetsu segmen-
tation.

(4) The bunsetsu segmentation is corrected manually.

(5) The dependency analysis is automatically pro-
vided for the bunsetsu-segmented text based on
stochastic dependency parsing [10].

(6) The dependency analysis is corrected manually.

The result of (6) is newly added to the spoken lan-
guage corpus with dependency analyses. Detailed ac-
counts of the bunsetsu segmentation and dependency
parsing are given below.

4.2. Stochastic Bunsetsu Segmentation

Bunsetsu segmentation is used to decide whether
to insert a bunsetsu boundary between adjoining
morphemes. For example, a sequence of fifteen
morphemes: “kyo-asa-pan-tabe-te-ohiru-wa-o-soba-o-
tabe-ta-n-desu-yo (I had some bread in this morning
and soba at lunchtime.)” is segmented into the follow-
ing seven bunsetsus:

kyo(today)/asa(morning)/pan(bread)/tabe�te(ate)/
ohiru�wa(lunchtime)/o�soba�o/tabe�ta�n�desu�yo(ate)

The method acquires the stochastic information on
bunsetsu boundaries from a bunsetsu-segmented cor-
pus, and utilizes it to segment a sequence from left
to right. When considering the bunsetsu segmenta-
tion between adjoining morphemes mi and mi+1, the



method uses the following attributes as stochastic in-
formation:

• The basic forms of mi and mi+1: hi, hi+1

• The parts-of-speech of mi and mi+1: ti, ti+1

• The conjugated forms or the detailed parts-of-
speech of mi and mi+1: si, si+1

The probability that the boundary between mi and
mi+1 is the bunsetsu boundary, i.e., that the mor-
phemes are not constituents of the same bunsetsu, is
calculated as follows:

P (mi/mi+1|mi,mi+1) (1)

=
C(mi/mi+1, hi, hi+1, ti, ti+1, si, si+1)

C(hi, hi+1, ti, ti+1, si, si+1)
.

Here, mi/mi+1 means that there is a bun-
setsu boundary between mi and mi+1, and
C is a cooccurrence frequency function. If
P (mi/mi+1|mi,mi+1) ≥ 0.5, the boundary be-
tween mi and mi+1 can be regarded as the bunsetsu
boundary.

4.3. Stochastic Dependency Parsing

Our dependency parsing method can robustly parse
grammatically ill-formed linguistic phenomena unique
to spoken language, e.g. inversion and no head bun-
setsu [10]. For a sequence of bunsetsus, B (=
b1 · · · bn), the method identifies the dependency struc-
ture S.

The conventional methods of dependency parsing
for a written language have assumed the following
three syntactic constraints: dependencies don’t cross
each other, no dependencies are directed from right
to left, and each bunsetsu except the last one depends
on only one bunsetsu. Considering that there are fre-
quent inversions, fillers, hesitations and slips, we es-
tablished that a dependency structure only fulfill one
constraint: dependencies don’t cross each other. How-
ever, we consider the other two constraints by reflect-
ing the stochastic information.

Assuming that each dependency is independent,
the P (S|B) can be calculated as follows:

P (S|B) =
n∏

i=1

P (bi
rel→ bj|B), (2)

where P (bi
rel→ bj |B) is the probability that a bunsetsu

bi depends on a bunsetsu bj when the sequence of bun-

Figure 5: Support tool for corpus correction

setsus B is provided. The parameter S, which maxi-
mizes the conditional probability P (S|B) is regarded
as the dependency structure of B and identified by DP.

Next, we explain the calculation of P (bi
rel→ bj |B).

First, the basic form of independent words in a depen-
dent bunsetsu is represented by hi, its parts-of-speech
ti, type of dependency ri, and the basic form of the
independent word in a head bunsetsu hj , its parts-of-
speech tj . Furthermore, the distance between bunset-
sus is depicted as dij , the number of pauses between
them pij , and the location of the dependent bunsetsu li.
Here, if a dependent bunsetsu has an ancillary word,
the type of dependency is the lexicon, part-of-speech
and conjugated form of that ancillary word, and if not
so, it is the part-of-speech and conjugated form of the
last morpheme. Moreover, the dependent bunsetsu’s
location indicates whether it is the last one of the turn.

By using the above attributes, the conditional prob-

ability P (bi
rel→ bj |B) is calculated as follows:

P (bi
rel→ bj|B) (3)

∼= P (bi
rel→ bj |hi, hj , ti, tj , ri, dij , pij , li)

=
C(bi

rel→ bj , hi, hj , ti, tj, ri, dij , pij , li)
C(hi, hj , ti, tj , ri, dij , pij , li)

.

Note that C is a cooccurrence frequency function. The
probability of a bunsetsu not having a head bunsetsu
can also be calculated in formula (3) by considering
that such a bunsetsu depends on itself ( i.e. i = j).

5. SUPPORT TOOL FOR CORPUS
CORRECTION

To reduce the human resources needed for correcting
the parsing errors, we created a graphical user inter-
face. Figure 5 shows an example of the interface.



The left-hand part of the interface window is used
to correct the parsed morpheme and the bunsetsu
boundary. One morpheme is represented by one row,
each of which contains buttons that display more infor-
mation about the morpheme. Part-of-speech, detailed
part-of-speech, conjugation type and conjugated form
are displayed by menu buttons, and the user can cor-
rect the data by selecting the appropriate one from the
menu bar. The bunsetsu boundary is modified by click-
ing the button in the left hand corner and changing the
color of that row.

The right-hand side of the interface window is used
for correcting the dependency structure. Here, the part
not only indicates the bunsetsu and its head bunsetsu,
but also visually displays the dependency relations. If
the head bunsetsu number is “NO,” it implies that the
bunsetsu does not have any head bunsetsu.

6. EVALUATION

We have evaluated our method through an experiment
on corpus construction, noting the amount of manually
corrected automatic parsing results.

6.1. Outline of the Experiment

We performed an experiment on syntactical annotation
of a large-scale spoken language corpus using 221 spo-
ken dialogues in the CIAIR speech database [7]. The
data consists of 10,995 dialogue turns, and the length
of a dialogue turn is 4.1 bunsetsus on average. We
used 10 turns as the basic learning data, while the re-
maining 10,985 turns were used as the test data. To
examine the effectiveness of the spiral construction,
we equally split the test data into 110 sets (approx.
100 turns each), and for practical convenience, we al-
located numbers from 1 to 110 to each set.

We constructed a corpus by the following two
methods:

• Spiral Construction: We provided the depen-
dency structures from the data 1 to 110 in order,
according to the method described in Section 4.
The completed data with the dependency struc-
tures was added to the learning data for the rest
of the parsing.

• Non-Spiral Construction: We used only the
basic learning data to parse the entire test data,
after which they were corrected manually.

The results were evaluated by comparing the preci-
sion of bunsetsu segmentation and dependency parsing
between the above two construction methods.
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Figure 6: The result of stochastic bunsetsu segmenta-
tion
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Figure 7: The result of stochastic dependency parsing

6.2. Experimental Results

Figure 6 shows the experimental result for bunsetsu
segmentation. The segmentation conducted with the
spiral method attained a level of precision about 46.4%
higher than the non-spiral one. There were 96,675
boundaries between the morphemes included in the
text data, among which 48,969 were correctly judged
by the non-spiral method, and 93,880 by the spiral
method. In other words, this means that adopting
the spiral method reduced the number of corrections
by 44,911 and that the corrections made by the spiral
method should be 94.1% fewer than by the non-spiral
one.

A comparison of the dependency parsing is shown
in Figure 7. The probability of a correct judgment
made with the spiral method is 88.4%, whereas that
with the non-spiral method is 61.7%. As it was



with bunsetsu segmentation, the spiral method showed
higher precision in ascribing dependency data. Among
the 45,012 dependencies in the test data, 27,767 were
correctly ascribed by the non-spiral method, whereas
39,804 were correctly ascribed by the spiral method.
In other words, it means that by adopting the spiral
method, the number of corrections were reduced by
12,037, a reduction of roughly 69.8% compared with
the non-spiral method.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper,we have proposed a method of spi-
rally constructing a syntactically annotated spoken lan-
guage corpus based on stochastic bunsetsu segmenta-
tion and dependency parsing. The method utilizes the
corpus, which is constructed by manually correcting
the automatic parsing result, as statistical information
to provide the dependency structure for each utterance.
The evaluation using the CIAIR spoken dialogue cor-
pus has shown our approach to be effective in reducing
the human resources necessary to correct the parsing
result.

We expect this approaches effect to increase as the
scale of the utilized spoken language corpus grows.
We plan to continue corpus construction and report a
detailed analysis using a larger-scale corpus in another
paper.
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